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Abstract� One of the key results in the �eld of modularity for Term
Rewriting Systems is the modularity of completeness for left�linear TRSs
established by Toyama� Klop and Barendregt in �TKB���� The proof�
however� is quite long and involved� In this paper� a new proof of this
basic result is given which is both short and easy� employing the powerful
technique of 	pile and delete
 already used with success in proving the
modularity of UN�� Moreover� the same proof is shown to extend the
result in �TKB��� proving modularity of termination for left�linear and
consistent with respect to reduction TRSs�

� Introduction

The property of completeness for a TermRewriting System� that is being Church�
Rosser and terminating� is of fundamental importance in every application of
rewriting� One of the cornerstones as far as completeness is concerned is the
smart result obtained by Toyama� Klop and Barendregt in �TKB��� �see also
�TKB�	�
 asserting the modularity of completeness for left�linear TRSs �a prop�
erty is modular provided it is valid for two TRSs if and only if it holds for their
disjoint sum
� However� as stated by the same authors in their paper� the proof
used to obtain such result is �rather intricate and not easily digested��

In this paper we show that the same result can be obtained making use of the
technique of �pile and delete� developed in �Mar�� to prove the modularity of
UN� �uniqueness of normal form with respect to reduction
 for left�linear TRSs�
The proof obtained is extremely short and rather intuitive� thus providing new
insights in the study of completeness�

The established link between proof methods of completeness and UN� should
not come as a total surprise� however� since it is easily seen that�

Completeness � Church�Rosser � Termination � UN� � Termination�

In fact� we will see that the given proof even extends the result in �TKB����
proving modularity of termination for left�linear and consistent with respect to
reduction TRSs �a TRS is consistent with respect to reduction if a term cannot
be rewritten to two di�erent variables
�

The paper is organized in the following way� Section � gives the necessary
preliminaries� Section  states the main theorem about modularity of complete�
ness for left�linear TRSs� and �nally Section 	 shows how exactly the same proof



yields the stronger result of modularity of termination for left�linear and consis�
tent with respect to reduction TRSs�

� Preliminaries

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic notions regarding Term
Rewriting Systems� the notation used is essentially the one in �Klo��� and �Mid����

The properties of being con�uent �Church�Rosser
 and terminating �Strongly
Normalizing
 will be indicated respectively with CR and SN� Contexts will be
denoted as usual with � and with square brackets �C�� � ��
� Throughout the paper
we will indicate with A and B the two TRSs to operate on� their corresponding
sets of function symbols with FA�FB� the variables set as V � and the set of
terms built from some set of function symbols F and V as T �F
�

When not otherwise speci�ed� all symbols and notions not having a TRS label
are to be intended operating on the disjoint sum A� B� For better readability�
we will talk of function symbols belonging to A and B like white and black
functions� indicating the �rst ones with upper case functions� and the second
ones with lower case� Variables� instead� have no colour�

De�nition ��� The root symbol of a term t � T �FA �FB
 is f provided
t � f�t�� � � �� tn
� and t itself otherwise� �

Let t � C�t�� � � �� tn� � T �F� � F�
 and C �� �� we write t � C��t�� � � �� tn��
if C�� � �� is an FA�context and each of the ti has root�ti
 � FB� or vice versa
�exchanging A and B
� The topmost homogeneous part �brie�y top
 of a term
C��t�� � � �� tn�� is the context C��� � ����

De�nition ��� The rank of a term t � T �FA � FB
 is � if t � T �FA
 or
t � T �FB
� and maxni��frank�ti
g� � if t � C��t�� � � �� tn�� �n � �
� �

The following well known lemma will be implicitly used in the sequel�

Lemma ��� ��Toy���
 s�� t� rank�s
 � rank�t


Proof� Clear� �

De�nition ��� The multiset S�t
 of the special subterms of a term t is

�� S�t
�

�
ftg if t � �T �FA
 � T �FB

nV
	 if t � V

�� S�t
 � � n
i��S�ti
 � ftg if t � C��t�� � � �� tn�� �n � �
 �

Note that this de�nition is slightly di�erent from the usual ones in the lit�
erature �for example in �Mid���
� since here variables are not considered special
subterms�

If t � C��t�� � � �� tn��� the ti are called the principal special subterms of t�
Furthermore� a reduction step of a term t is called outer if the rewrite rule isn�t
applied in the principal special subterms of t�



A �strict
 partial order on the special subterms of a term can be naturally
given de�ning t� 
 t� i� t� is a proper special subterm of t� �that is t� �
C��� � �t�� � ���
�

The following proposition will reveal useful�

Proposition ��� If A and B are left�linear� then rewrite rules that have the
possibility to act outer on a special subterm t are exactly those that have the
possibility to act on its top�

Proof� Let t � C��t�� � � �� tn��� since t�� � � �� tn have a root belonging to the other
TRS �with respect to C
� they are matched by variables from any rewrite rule
applicable to C� and for the left�linearity assumption these variables are inde�
pendent each other� �

��� Marking and Collapsing

To be able to describe the special subterms of a given term throughout a re�
duction� it is natural to develop a concept of �modular
 marking� A �rst� na��ve
approach of modular marking for a term is to take an assignment from the mul�
tiset of its special subterms to a ��xed
 set of markers� So� for instance� given
the term F �f�G� a
�H
� we could mark F ���H
 to m�� f��� a
 to m�� G to
m�� Then reductions steps� as usual� should preserve the markers� However� this
simple de�nition presents a problem� since for one case there is ambiguity� when
a collapsing rule makes an inner top vanish� In this case� we have the following
situation�

m1

m2

m4

m1

m4 m3m3

m0 m0

?

?

and we have a con�ict between m� and m��

This situation is dealt with by de�ning a modular marking for a term to be
an assignment from the multiset of its special subterms to sets of markers� and
taking in the ambiguous case just described the union of the marker sets of the
two special subterms involved�

Thus� the previous example would give �singletons like fm�g are written
simply m�
�



m 3

m 0

{m   ,m   }41

When this situation occurs� we say that the special subterm m� has been
absorbed bym�� and the special subtermm� has had amodular collapsing �brie�y
m�collapsing
�

When dealing with reductions t �� t� we will always assume� in order to
distinguish all the special subterms� that the initial modular marking of t is
injective and maps special subterms to singletons�

Inside a reduction a notion of descendant for every special subterm can be
de�ned� in a reduction a special subterm is a descendant �resp� pure descen�
dant
 of another if the set of markers of the former contains �resp� is equal to

the set of markers of the latter� Note� en passant� that due to the presence of
duplicating rules� there may be more than one descendant� or even none �due
to erasing rules
� Observe also that� since in a reduction without m�collapsings
all the descendants are pure� the �rst special subterm to m�collapse in a generic
reduction is a pure descendant� Hence it readily holds the following�

Fact� A reduction has m�collapsings i� a pure descendant m�collapses�

One of the reasons cited in �TKB��� for the di�culty in treating the problem
of the completeness modularity is the nondeterministic collapsing behaviour
given by ambiguities among rewrite rules� The following result shows a case
in which things behave nicely�

Proposition ��	 Let A be left�linear and UN�� and t � C��t�� � � �� tn�� a top
white special subterm� if t m�collapses into ti �� � i � n
 via a white reduction
�i�e� using only rules from A�� then the index i is unique�

Proof� Since A is left�linear� by Proposition ��� the white reduction depends
only on the top of t� Hence� if we take instead of t � C��t�� � � �� tn�� a term
t� � C��X�� � � �� Xn�� �with X�� � � �� Xn new fresh variables
� then every previous
white reduction that m�collapsed t to ti can be repeated on t� to reduce it to
Xi� and if the index i were not unique t� could be reduced to di�erent normal
forms� contradicting the fact A is UN�� �

� The Main Theorem

We have arrived to the main theorem� the essence of the new proof is to use
the pile and delete technique developed in �Mar�� to transform every in�nite
reduction into an in�nite reduction without m�collapsings� and then prove this
kind of reductions cannot exist�



Theorem ��� Completeness is a modular property for left�linear TRSs�

Proof� Since CR is a modular property ��Toy���
� it only remains to prove that
if A and B are left�linear and complete� then A�B is SN �the reverse implication
is trivial
� So� suppose ab absurdo there exists an in�nite reduction� Then take
an in�nite reduction u � u� � u� � � � � that has the starting term u with
minimum rank among the terms with an in�nite reduction�

First� note how the number of reduction rules acting on the top of u are in�nite�
if it were not so� then we would have a �nite number of proper special subterms�
and since all of these are SN by the rank minimality of u no in�nite reduction
would be possible�

We will show that from this reduction a new in�nite one can be obtained� which
is without m�collapsings �employing the same �pile and delete� technique as in
�Mar��
�
If the reduction is already without m�collapsings� the assertion is trivially satis�
�ed�
Thus� suppose in the reduction some m�collapsing is performed� Select a special
subterm of u that has rank minimal amongst the ones with a pure descendant
that m�collapses in the reduction itself� say t � � ��t�� � � �� tn��� Because of its rank
minimality� t must m�collapse by Proposition ��� into a �xed principal subterm�
namely ti� The top of t� say � � might be absorbed from other tops of ��
�greater
special subterms in the reduction� All of these special subterms are descendants
of some special subterms of the start r�� � � �� rk�
We now modify u via the �pile and delete� process�
First� we �pile� � ��t�� � � �� ti����� ti��� � � �� tn�� just below the tops of the r�� � � �� rk�
that is to say if ri � ri��s�� � � �� sv�� and t is in sj �viz� t � sj
� then ri is replaced
with

ri��s�� � � �� sj��� � �t�� � � �� ti��� sj � ti��� � � �� tn�� sj���� � �� sv��

The situation is shown in Figure ��
The intuition is that we inserted copies of t where needed later in the reduction
for absorption� So now we can �delete� it replacing t by ti �see Figure �
�
How can we get an in�nite reduction from this modi�ed starting term� We
simply use the previous in�nite reduction� with the following modi�cations�

� We drop the rules from the original reduction acting on pure descendants of t
but not on pure descendants of ti�

� When a descendant of t was absorbed by� say� �rq� we piled to its ancestor
rp �and so to its descendant �rq
 in that place � ��t�� � � �� ti����� ti��� � � �� tn���
whereas the old descendant of t is now the corresponding descendant of ti� so
it only remains to reduce the piled � ��t�� � � �� ti����� ti��� � � �� tn�� as previously
in the reduction to obtain exactly the same situation as before� and the new
reduction can proceed in the mimicking of the old reduction �see Figure 
�
Note how these postponed reductions provoke no m�collapsings�

� We inserted � ��t�� � � �� ti����� ti��� � � �� tn�� below all the r�� � � �� rk� but actually
pure descendants of t may be absorbed in the old reduction only by part of



the descendants of these special subterms�
But we can get rid of these super�uous occurrences of material acting� as hinted
previously� with the rules that in the initial reduction made � ��t�� � � �� ti�����
ti��� � � �� tn�� collapse into �� they are applied to all of these extra descendants
when the piled material is not needed any more� This means that these �deleting
sequences� must be applied

i
 When in the sequel of the original reduction the descendant of an rp will
not absorb a pure descendant of t any more�

ii
 When the descendant of an rp absorbs another descendant of an rq �Fig� 	
�

Again� it is immediate to see these deleting sequences produce no m�collapsings�

This way we have obtained a new reduction that is in�nite since all of the in�nite
rules acting on the top of the start term are still present� Note that left�linearity�
via Proposition ���� was essential to be able to mimic the old reduction�
This new reduction has the number of special subterms of the start with a
descendant that m�collapses in the reduction itself diminished by one� indeed�
t is no more present� and as remarked no new m�collapsings are introduced
modifying the original reductions�

Therefore� repeating this �pile and delete� process leads� ultimately� to an in�nite
reduction without m�collapsings�

But this is impossible� this reduction has an in�nite number of reduction rules
acting on the top of the starting term� as seen before �alternatively� note this
also follows from the fact the �pile and delete� process does not increase the
rank of the term
� but since there are no m�collapsings the principal subterms of
the starting term can be substituted by fresh variables without preventing the
application of these in�nite number of reduction rule �Proposition ���
� Hence
we obtain an in�nite reduction of a term of an unique colour� contradicting the
fact A and B are SN� �

� Remarks

Note how the previous proof relies upon modularity of CR ��Toy���
 to show
that only SN has to be proved� this is not necessary� however� since as noticed
in the introduction CR � SN � UN� � SN� and therefore the modularity of
UN� for left�linear TRSs proved in �Mar�� could be used as well� thus giving
a proof completely based on the �pile and delete� technique�

In fact� in �Mar�� it was noticed that the �pile and delete� technique does not
need the full power of UN�� but it can be applied under the weaker assumption
of consistency with respect to reduction �brie�y CON�
� that is satis�ed if a
term cannot be rewritten to two di�erent variables� This is true since the �pile
and delete� technique essentially relies upon Proposition ���� that still holds if
CON� is required in place of UN�� Hence� it was shown in �Mar�� that exactly
the same proof used for the modularity of UN� proved that CON� is modular
for left�linear TRSs�



The same observation is pertinent here� �the proof of
 Theorem �� extends
the result in �TKB��� showing that

Theorem ��� Termination is a modular property for left�linear and consistent
with respect to reduction TRSs�

Observe that� using the aforementioned modularity of CON�� it even holds
the stronger result that SN � CON� is a modular property for left�linear TRSs�

An easy consequence of the above theorem is the following� Recall that a
TRS is said non�erasing if for every its rule l � r the variables in r are the same
as in l� It is immediate to see that if a TRS is non�erasing then it is consistent
w�r�t� reduction� Hence by Theorem 	�� we obtain right away

Corollary ��� Termination is a modular property for left�linear and non�erasing
TRSs�
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